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Tech Continues to Drive Growth at California Firms 
 
By Rebecca Cohen 
The Recorder 
July 8, 2016 
 
Business from the Bay Area tech scene continued to raise head counts at firms in San 
Francisco and Silicon Valley in 2015, even as concerns about the tech bubble shrinking 
loomed on the horizon. 
 
Gunderson Dettmer Stough Villeneuve Franklin & Hachigian, which is known for 
representing startups and venture capitalists, saw a 26 percent increase in total head 
count, the fourth largest of any firm on this year's NLJ 500, The National Law Journal's 
annual survey of the nation's largest law firms. Other Valley-native firms experienced 
more modest growth: Cooley expanded its ranks by 6 percent nationally; Fenwick & West, 
which opened a New York office in May, grew by 5 percent; and Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & 
Rosati grew by 4 percent. 
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"Tech remains a huge driver of firm performance," said legal consultant Kent 
Zimmermann. "We've seen some large transactions, some of which have even grabbed 
headlines in mainstream media, like Microsoft and LinkedIn. Those deals often throw off a 
lot of other work—antitrust and regulatory work, finance-related work, employment work, 
real estate." 
 
That's been true at Latham & Watkins, which has 554 lawyers in California, more than any 
other firm. Latham expanded by 4 percent nationally and by roughly the same amount in 
the Golden State, said Silicon Valley office managing partner Tad Freese. In California, he 
said, the firm likes to hire attorneys who can pivot between different types of work. 
 
"We tend to be more generalist than our New York brethren," Freese said. "If the IPO 
market is slow and the M&A market is hot, people will focus on M&A. It's a tad more 
general level, rather than trying to titrate what's going to be hot and what's not." 
 
If the tech bubble shrinks this year, as some observers have predicted, the diversity of 
Latham's practice will help the firm weather it, said San Francisco office managing 
partner Karen Silverman. Some of Latham's thriving practice areas, such as 
entertainment, would be relatively unaffected. 
 
"Markets like this are opportunities for us," Silverman said. "We get great talent that's 
interested in joining us, and we look at markets like this as great opportunities to expand 
in ways that are important to us long-term." 
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Morrison & Foerster, which was the sixth-largest firm based on California head count at 
401 lawyers in the state, took a slightly more cautious approach to hiring in 2015, 
ultimately shrinking by 5 percent nationally. That was in part because it didn't want to 
wind up bloated if there's a market downturn, said San Francisco partner Anna Erickson 
White, who serves on the firm's executive committee and board of directors. 
 
"It's hard to tell which areas are going to be impacted … but that said, we're always 
concerned about making sure we don't get bloated in head count," White said. "We're very 
careful about only hiring in areas where we have a significant amount of work and we're 
going to continue to have a significant amount of work." 
 
In the past couple of months, MoFo brought in four attorneys to support its corporate 
group, White said. Intellectual property litigation and securities litigation have also been 
growth areas for the firm. Meanwhile, financial-services litigation, which was a booming 
practice area several years ago, hasn't been expanding as rapidly. 
 
California continues to be an attractive market for firms based outside the state, too, 
Zimmermann said. Many of those firms have been hoping to make inroads here since the 
dot-com boom of the late '90s. Fenwick's recent New York expansion aside, he said, 
"There are a lot more firms that want to get in here than that want to grow out." 
 
One outside firm that's managed to find a foothold in California is Morgan, Lewis & 
Bockius, which ranked as the state's seventh-largest firm in 2015 with nearly 380 lawyers 
in the state. Morgan Lewis, which has roots in Philadelphia, has five California offices, 
including a new one in Santa Monica. When it absorbed the bulk of Bingham McCutchen in 
2014, it strengthened its already thriving employment and labor practice. 
 
David Schrader, Morgan Lewis' Los Angeles managing partner, said he thinks the key to the 
Morgan Lewis' success in California is that it treats its attorneys there like an integral part 
of the firm. 
 
"A lot of firms that are not based in California view their California offices as satellite 
offices to support the rest of the firm," Schrader said. "We do a lot of work in California 
for existing firm clients, but we also bring in very substantial new clients in California." 
 
Despite out-of-state firms expanding into the market, indigenous California firms still 
have the largest foothold. After Latham & Watkins, Lewis Brisbois Bisgaard & Smith had 
the next highest number of lawyers in California at 523. Wilson Sonsini was third with 462 
lawyers; Sheppard, Mullin, Richter & Hampton was fourth with 449 lawyers in the state; 
and Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher came in fifth with 442 attorneys in California. 


